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Free Essay: Video game addiction has always been the main topic of controversies Hasn't been identified as one of
diagnosis in the Diagnostic and Statistical.

According to research on IGD, most people who play online games do not report negative symptoms and do
not meet the criteria for IGD. In this regard, computer game addiction has more in common with gambling
addiction than alcohol or drug addiction. They have drifted towards more of a virtual world, a world where
there are limits. People were amazed by the new form of entertainment that could now be easily found in your
own home, and soon, the market of gaming console begun. Do you interest playing video game. Video game
addiction is much sneakier than many other types of addiction, it hides often going completely unnoticed until
it has caught its prey. Meanwhile, problems of online games addiction are arising particularly rapid and
evident, especially in Asia. Another person described gaming as a medicine "it was a medicine for me.
Because computer game addiction is a new development in the world of mental health, treatments are not as
well established as those for depression, anxiety, anger, etc. I could still recall my first-time play at my  There
have been moments where the video games play in an exhaustive way in what can be seen as isolation from
other people. Other concerns also address the definition of addiction and how to measure it, questioning
whether or not time is a proper unit to determine how addicted someone is to gaming. However, the increase
use of video games has generated a controversy regarding its psychological harm on children. They may even
not be in a position to realize that they are actually in a problem. So far on this problem, no one can find why
this problem easily happen and relatively difficult to be solved. I started noticing that he was acting different.
Currently, many people in the United States see nothing wrong with video games; some may even believe that
gaming will benefit them. Video Game Addiction : Video Games - Video game addictions does exist, in a
study was conducted and found that almost 12 percent of participants in a 7, person study study were
diagnosed as addicted to video games. Parents of addicted children may disagree on how to address the
problem, which may lead to frequent arguments and conflicts. However, our results indicate that video game
use is strongly related to children's weight status. In the early days of video games, most games were available
only on arcade machines, which were not accessible 24 hours a day. Because computer game addiction is a
new development in the world of mental health, treatments are not as well established as those for depression,
anxiety, anger, etc. Also, other problems such as health related issues has been known to be also a problem
due to being addicted to video games Violence could emerge from addiction to video games. Discussions are
on-going on whether or not Internet gaming disorder has legitimate reason for its inclusion in future editions
of the DSM Most of the children nowadays are playing video games and this is a concern and problem.
However, extreme addiction to video games controls and manages an individual Cindy,  Second, research
supporting the idea of video game addiction, followed by research. Cons: Computer game addiction specialists
are quite rare and it may be difficult or impossible to find one locally. However, according to WebMD , video
game addiction can be considered a type of impulse control disorder.


